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to the pandemic 
have put human 
rights under 
pressure in a way 
not seen since 
WW II
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Right to life :
Legal basis
Article 2, § 1, of the European Convention on Human 
Rights :
“Everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law. No 
one shall be deprived of his life intentionally save in the 
execution of a sentence of a court following his 
conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided 
by law.”
Negative obligation : 
authorities cannot deliberately cause deaths. 
Positive obligation : 
authorities have to take reasonable steps to avoid 
foreseeable deaths.






(1) States know (or ought to have known)…
that
(2) there is a real and immediate risk to life…
They have to 
take measures which, judged reasonably, 
might have been expected to avoid that risk.




















Passivity face to the pandemic
= violation of the right to life
British case ?
FROWDE R., DOVE E. S. & LAURIE G. T., « Fail to Prepare and you 
Prepare to Fail: the Human Rights Consequences of the UK 
Government’s Inaction during the COVID-19 Pandemic », 
Asian Bioethics Review, 2020, 459-480.








It is however a limited obligation to act :
some risks are acceptable because,
(1 ) States have a limited material capacity :
a zero-risk society would be too expensive. 
(2) States have a limited legal capacity : 
a zero-risk society would hurt other
human rights. 
















The obligation to protect life « should not be unduly impaired by 
paternalistic interpretations, bearing in mind that the notion of 
personal autonomy is an important principle underlying the 
Convention guarantees ».
« The Court has observed that the ability to conduct one’s life […] may 
also include the opportunity to pursue activities perceived to be of a 
physically or morally harmful or dangerous nature for the individual 
concerned, and improper State interference with this freedom of 
personal choice may give rise to an issue under the Convention ».
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Which human













exercise of a 
human right
When authorities limit the exercise of a human
right, they do not necessarily violate this right.
Article 9 of the E.C.H.R. :
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion; […]
2. Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs 
shall be subject only to such limitations as are 
prescribed by law and are necessary in a 
democratic society in the interests of public 
safety, for the protection of public order, health 




exercise of a 
human right
A limitation is admissible if 3 conditions are met
Legality Legitimacy Proportionality
Proportionality
in times of 
Pandemic
FLAXMAN S., MISHRA S., GANDY A. & al., « Estimating the effects 
of non-pharmaceutical interventions on Covid-19 in Europe », 
Nature, 2020, 257-261
Proportionality
in times of 
Pandemic
Proportionality
in times of 
Pandemic
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Conclusion
“the revolutionary idea 
that defines the boundary 
between modern times 
and the past is the 
mastery of risk”
Conclusion
Black swan or 
white swan ?
Conclusion





(life as an experience)
Conclusion
“Le tragique de notre
époque : nous sommes
convaincus que nous 
devons lutter contre le 
tragique. Et ce combat, 
cette obstination
névrotique à brider ce qui 
ne peut être bridé, est bien 
plus dangereux que le 
risque initial.”
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